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While at berth, the crew of a small passenger ship were conducting a fire and emergency 

drill, which included closing and testing the hydraulically operated watertight doors. The 

Master closed the watertight doors remotely from the bridge. 

 

Some minutes later, the chief engineer opened the watertight door to the engine room, but 

for some reason he became trapped by the door as he passed through the doorway. He 

remained trapped for more than eight minutes before being found and freed. He was 

resuscitated but never regained consciousness and later died in hospital. The door closing 

pressure was later measured to be 1,650 kg. 

 

The watertight doors were normally set in the local-control mode, which meant that they 

could not be remotely closed from the wheelhouse. At the time of the accident the doors 

were in the remote-close mode for the exercise, which meant they would automatically 

close when the user released the opening handle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The crew routinely passed through the watertight doors without fully opening them when 

the doors were in the local-control mode. This practice was probably also followed when 

the doors were in the remote-close mode. It is possible that the victim tried to pass through 

the door before it was fully open, and for some reason (such as releasing the handle) it 

began closing and trapped him. 



The investigation found that, among other things: 
•  It was common practice on board not to fully open watertight doors before passing 

through. It is possible that the victim did not fully open the door on this occasion, 

which would have contributed to his becoming trapped. 

• The doors were set to close with a speed that was twice the maximum allowable 

under the SOLAS regulations (which specify never less than 20 seconds). This 

would likely have contributed to the victim becoming trapped. 

• The door operating handle protruded farther inside the watertight doorway space 

than was necessary. This meant the victim was not able to free himself when the 

door closed on him. 

• The watertight doors on board the vessel had not been maintained and tested in 

accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and did not meet the performance 

standards required by the IMO and the Flag State Administration. 

• The audible door closing alarm was not working after the accident. If it was not 

working at the time of the accident, that could have contributed to the victim 

becoming trapped in the door. 

• The safety management system on board the vessel did not deal in an appropriate 

way with the maintenance, testing and operation of the watertight doors, which were 

safety-critical apparatus that presented a known risk to the crew. 

Lessons learned 

• Always fully open a watertight door before passing through the doorway when the 

door is in the remote-close mode. 

• The faster the door closes, the greater the risk. 

• Under no circumstances should watertight doors be set to close faster than the 

maximum allowable speed. 

• Ship operators should adopt specific procedures for operating watertight doors in 

both local-control and remote-close modes. The procedures should be compatible 

with the doors’ purpose and design, and the frequency with which they are used. 

• Legislation governing the design and use of watertight doors should be flexible 

enough to achieve appropriate procedures for the use of any watertight door in any 

mode. 

Poorly maintained watertight doors are dangerous. Shipboard planned maintenance 

systems should be designed and followed to ensure that watertight doors are maintained 

in accordance with manufacturers’ instructions, and in accordance with good standard 

marine engineering practice. 


